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Abstract
Machining hardened steels has become un important manufacturing process,
particularly in the automotive and bearing industries. Abrasive processes such as
grinding have typically been required to machine hardened steels, but advances in
machine tools and cl1tling materials have allowed hard turning on modem lathes to

become a realistic replacement for many grinding applications. There are many
advantages of hard turning, such as increased flexibility, decreased cycle times,
reductions in machine tool cost.>,und elimination of environmentally hazardous cutting

,

fluids. Despite these advantages, implementation of hard turning remains relatively low,
primarily due to concerns about the quality of hard turned surfaces and a lack of
understanding about the wear behavior of cutting tools.

The effects of high pressure coolant on cutting performances in respect of chip
formation, cutting temperature, cutting forces and surfa<,;erouglmess have been studied
using carbide insert. The same experiments were earried out on the above under dry
condition in order to compare the results with those obtained under minimal clJtling
fluid condition.

The result indicated that the machining with high pressure coolant performed

much better than dry machining mainly due to substantial reduction in cutting
tcmperature enabling favorable chip-tool interaction. This also facilitated the reduction
in cutting forees and surface finish.
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Chapter-l

1.1

Introduction
Producers of machined components and manufactured goods arc continually

challenged to reduce cost, improve quality and minimize setup times in order to remain
competitive. Frequenlly the answer is found with new technology solutions. Such is the
case with grinding where the traditional operations involve expensive machinery and
generally have long manufacturing cycles, costly support equipment, and lengthy setup
times. The newer solution is a hard turning process, which is best performed with
appropriately conJigured turning centers or lathes.

Hard turning is defined a~ the process of single point culling of part pieces that
have hardness values over 45 HRC. Along with developing researches and stu-dies,
types of materials being cut by hard turning method are growing in numbers and
applications. Quenched medium carbon steel is among the materials being investigated
to employ hard turning method due to its ""de application in various indu~tries.
Mediwn carbon steels since it i~ hardened by qucnching at a temperature 900°C, hold it
one hour at that temperature then its tempering at 160°C in brine solution mixed with
ice causes the remove of residual stress developed on it, and therefore can achieve high
strength and hardness level around 51 to 54 HRC. Uncoated carbide SNMG inserts arc
used in the machining of hardened steel in both dry and high pressure eoolant

conditions. Ho\vever, uncoated carbide SNMG inserts are expensive but the practices in
the industry are still v,ide spread. Finish machining is intended to achieve high level of
surface finish and i~ characterized with low feed and depth of cu!. In order to improve
the productivity, tools with proper geometry have been provided by tool manufactllrern.

The machining of hardened steel is almost always cited in Iitemture using dry
cutting, because the increase of the temperature makes chip deformation and shearing of
the hardened material, easier. Neverthelcss, high temperatures cause an inconvenicnce
such as workpiece amendment, which afleets dimensional and geometric accuracy and
runs the risk of surface integrity. On the othcr hand, the complete absence of coolant,
chip transportation causes an inerea~e of tool-chip and tool-workpiece friction, as a
result increase cutting force as well as abrasivc wear and attrition. Currently, this
problem is tried to be controlled by reducing heat generation and removing heat from
the cutting zone through optimum selection of machining parameters, proper cutting
fluid 8eleetion and application. Some recent techniques have enabled partial control of
the nmehining temperature by using heat resistant tools like coated carbides, CRN dc.

Potential advantage in economical and ecological aspects has made hard turning a
profitable alternative to the incumbent grinding a8 the Jinishing operation. High material
removal nlte and relatively jow tool cost are some of the economical henellts.
Nevertheless, the drive to minimize the use of coolant whenever feasihle has
advantaged hard turning which has heen successfully performed. Nowadays,

due to

technological innovations, machining ",ithout cutting fluid, i.e. dry cutting, is already
possible, in some situations. During dry culling operations, the fricuon and adhesion
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betwecn chip and tool lend to bc higher, whi~h Cillises higher tempewtures, high~r wear
rates and, conscquently, shorier toollivcs, The main cutting forcc required to slide more
than that of HPC. Feed foree as well as surface roughness increased. Therefore, the
permissible feed and depth of CUIhave to be restricted. So the completely dry cutting is
not suitable for hard turning processes since cutting l1uid is necessary to prevent the
chips from sticking to the tool and causing

its breakage.

Though

injection

of

conventional coolant in a form of mist improves machinablity index to ;;orne cxtent, it
cannot remove the problems associated "ith thc conve~tional cuUing fluid.

High pressurc jet-assisted at pressures of approximately 70-95 atmospheres itself
as a possible solUlion fOf high specd hard turning in achieving low ~ulting tempcralUre,
roughncss while maintaining cutting force as responsible levels, if the high pressure
cooling parameters can be stratcgically tuned. Coolant applied at the cutting zone
through a high pressure jet nonle could reduce the contmd length and coefficient of
friction at chip-tool interface and thus could reduce culling force and improve tool lifc
to some extcnt. High pressure coolant injection techniquc not only provide reduction of
cutting force and temperature but also reduce the consumption of cutting fluid by 50%
.It lIm; been rcported that the coolant and lubrication

is improved

in high speed

machining of dirficult to machine materials by the use of high pressurized coolantjd

.

Hrc jet-assisted machining has becn widely LL~edon so-called "hard to mach inc
materials" such as high-temperature
materials

cannot be cut effectively

alloys like hardened steels and titanium. These
without

cooling, even though dry cutting

is

becoming increasingly wide~preml. The usc of cryogenic coolant casily reduces cutting
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temperature and chip load, pro~ides improved tool life and surface finish as a result
increase all the machinability indices. Blll the use of cryogenic coolant is limited due to
the high cost and difficult handling of cryogen.

During hard turning, generated heat is mainly dissipated in the chip and in thc
workpiece,
temperaturc

a rather small part of hcat flows to the tooL However,
is obtaincd at the lool-chip

thc highest

interface that leads to diffusion wear and

cutting edge degradation. The other important functions ol"lhc cutting lluids arc to flu,h
awa.y the chip~ from the culting zOne and to provide corrosive resistance to the
machincd component. The heal gcncrated usually alters the microstructure of the alloy
and induces residual stresses. Residual stresses are also produced by plastic defonnalion
without heal. Heat and deformation generate cracks and micro structural changes, as
well as large micro hardness variations. Residual stresses have consequences On the
mechanical behavior.

4

Chapter-2
Literature Review
2.1

Introduction
In parIs of the world, many research and investigations

different

materials,

temperature,

surface

machinability
integrity,

mainly

in respect

chip tool interaction,

have been done on

of cutting
dimensional

forces,

cutting

accuracy,

chip

morphology, "'lear and tool life wiih or without using cutting fluid. Re~caJ'ch has abo
been initialed on control of such pollution by HPC machining and their technological
eftecls particularly ill temperature inknsive machining. A brief review of some of the
interesting and important contributions in the closely related areas is presented in this
~eclion.

2.2

Literature Review
The manufaclLlre of a product had been attempted to be done as rapidly and

inexpensively as po~sihlc. Now that more environmental regulations are being: pul in
place. manuCaetLlTCrsare forced to re"cvaluate their manLlfaeturing processes and reducc
or e1iminale their waste strearn~. TIle waste streams prescnt in machining

include

cutting fluid 11ow, ehip flow, and culting tool usage. The machining temperature could
be reduccd to som~ extcnt by improving thc machinability characleristics of the work
material and surface int~gri\y minimized by optimizing the tool geometry and by proper
selection of the proc~ss paramctcrs. Hard turning of machine parIs is a production

process that holds considcrable promise for the future since it is an effective means of
increasing productivity.

In recent ycars hard turning become an attractive and cffcctive

solution of finish machining proccss because il has many advantages, such as higher
flexibility, shorter cycle times, lower ~ost. and a higher malerial removal ratc [Koning
et al. 1993]. High preSSliITjet of conventional coolant has been reported to provide
some reduction in cutting lemperat\lr~ [Rober! 2004]. High-pressure coolant can onen
cut C}'de timcs in half or better and improve surface finish and double or quadruple tool
life while delivering a reduction in cyde time [Frederick

Mason 200l].The

idea of

delhering coolant under high pressure to the clltting region in order to increase lool life
during machining began in early 19508 [Pigott
objective

of this machining

technique

and

Col ••.el

is lo measuring

1952].

The primary

cl.lUing foree; reduce

the

tcmperall.lre generated at the lool-chip interlaces and Sllrface roughness when cUlting a[
high speed.

Udea ct al. [1999] invesligate the influence of the cutting temperature and the
workpiece material of the cutting edge. From twu"color pyrothennal

radiation of the

tool conducted through a hole of an internally tllmed tube, it can be clcarly stated that
the temperature increases with the culling speed and with the hardness of thc work
piece. [Elbestawi

ct al. 1996J Experimentally

found that the cutting pcrformance of

PCBN tools during the high speed finish milling of HI3 tool steel of hardne~s up to
HRC 55 [heir expcrimenwl re8ull show that the wear un high CBN tools decrea8e as thc
workpiecc hardness in~rease. IFleming

and Bussom, 1998J estimated that thc self

induced heat generation at the culling zone is up in the range of 650_750°C, and is
enough to reduce the hardness of the material in contact with the culling tool. Thc heat
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induced soft cutting means that the PC13N is not in contact with the workpiece in its
hard state, thus giving the PC13N a longer tool life compared ",ilh that of other cutting
materials. [Lin et aL 2002], shO\\iSthat, the changing role of culling tempemlurc is not
in accord with the traditional mctal cntting theory. Whcn the workpiece

material

hardness is HRC 50, the cutting temperalure is optimum. With further increase in the
workpiece hardness, the cntting temperature ~hows a descending tendency.

Luttervelt el al. [2004J investigated that the predidivc model, only the average
fridion value was used, ;md ploughing forces were assumed to be negligible. Because
of the relatively small depth of cut in hard turning, vibrations in the signals related to
slight deviations of the workpiece rotation axis are relatively strong. Moreover, for a
small depth of cut the influence of a "skewed" clamping situation is more dominant.
[Xinfeng ct al. 2006] For the small cutting lorce components (the main cutting force
component and the reed force component) and the very low cutting parameter, the
forces are comparable to thc resolution of the measurement device.

Liu et al. [2002] investigated that, under different cutting parameters, the rule of
cutting force change with workpiece hardne8'; change accords with traditional mctal
cutting theory. The main culling force features an inereasi~g te~deney 'with the increase
of the workpiece hardness, but the changing extent is dirt"rent at the two sides of the
workpiece hardncss. TIle deformation created by the chip formation reduces when the
workpiece hardne,s is increased. The chip formation mechanism. chip and the chip
shape ch;mge also. When workpiece hardnes~ is over 50 ERC lhat the hackle chip can
bring more heat a"ay is the main reaSOn for the decrease of the cutting lcmperatnre.
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Unsuitable cutting conditions also create residual tensile ~lress. [Tonshoffins

et al.

2000] Observed that the deformation coeflicient hardened GCr15 increases and when
the machined

panlIlleter can change than the coefficient

is decreased.

When the

workpiece hardness is 50 HRC, the changing coefficient i~ less than 1. The culting
temperature is ~mall if the chip deformation is ~milll, which is one oj" the reasons the
cutting why the cutting temperature fulls ",hen the workpiece hardne~s is high.

In hard turning, the temperatures generated by the cutting speeds of today's
advanced tooling can actually prevent lnw pressure fluod coolant from entering the
culting ZOlle. The nrujority of the cooling and lubricating aspects of a 1100d coolant
stream ure lost as the coulant is vaporized prior to entering the cutting zone [Frederick
Mason 2001]. It is the great problem tor machining, I-IPC play well role to minimize
this type of problem. Frederick Mason found beUer solution from it <lnd he states that
HPC systems generate high velocity coolant. This high speed coolant easily penetrates
the vapor barri~r to effectively lubricate and cool the tool. In fact, when machinists
apply high pressure coolant to a long standing process, which has always produced blue
chips, they are often allla7-Cdthat the same or even higher speeds and feeds prudllee
shiny, silver chips lhat are cool to the touch.

Cutting fluids have the dual tasks of cooling the cutting surface and flashing
chip. In some operations such as turning. fix example, cutting fluid is important to
relll"'~ [he chips from workpiece. rKlocke 1997 and Derflinger

1999]. Cutting fluid

also help to control cutting face temperature and this can prolong tool life, improve cut
quality, and positively inllu~nc~ part finish. It has the bene!!t oj"a power full stream that
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cun reach onto the Clllting area, provides strong chip removal and in somc cases enough
pressure is too prohibited, Possihility of controlling high culling temperature in high
production machining by some altcrnative mcthod has been rcportcd. Iligh-pressure
coolant injcction techniquc

provided

reduction

in culling forces and temperature

[Rohert 2004]. Mazurkiewicz et aL [1')981 reported that a coolant applicd at the cutting
zone through a high-pressure jet non.le could reduce thc contact length and coefficient
of friction at chip-tool interface and thus cOllld reduce cutting forccs and increase tool
life to some extenL This is achieved hy directing coolant under high pressure at the
chip-tool interface.

Tonshoff et a!.
PCBN,

[20ooJ

observed that thc improved hard tool materials hke

lll1coated carbide, ceramics,

and more rigid machine

tools provide

high

t1exibility and ability to manufacture of complex workpiece geometry in a single step
which also represents the main advantage ofhani tlIming. Furthennore, thc hard turning
enahles the avoidance of coolants and il is a green machining technology.

A

large

number

of

theoretical

roughness of hard tumcd products

and

experimental

studics

on

surface

huve been reported . Thesc studies show that

cutting conditions such as culling speed, feed rate, depth of cut, tool geometry, and
thc material propertics
surface

finish

of

of both

the machined

the

tool

parts. In

and

workpiece Sil,,',,ificanlly int1uence

some

studies,

roughness

has

bcen

measured directly with a ~lylus to obtain the surface profile. Thus, a stylu~ cun be
used for in-process measurement [Rakit ct al. 1973J. However, use of u styllJ.~ results
in dcstmction of the sensor head due to high surface speeds of the workpiece.
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Tracing has also heen accomplished by using a vibratory stylus [Sata et a1.1985JReal-lime

measurement

of roughne~~ implies a~sessing thc conditions

of the

workpiece just bchind the cutting edge of thc tool. Sllfface inspection h«.~ hccn
conducted typically a~ a post proce~s operation, which is both time consuming
and uneconomical ~ince a number of non-conforming parts can be produced prior
to inspcction. However, since the \vorkpicce rotatcs at relatively high speed~ in
turning

operations, in-process mea<;urement~ should

be

taken with

non-contact

tran,dllcers. The use of an optical instrument has al~o becn repOlted fi,r in-process
me;u;urement [Shirinlshi and Salo 1990]_ Optical reflection has bc..-:nrestricted to
measurements of relatively smooth surfaces generated by lapping, grinding and
other fine machining. TIlis technique is based on the principle that reflected light
from the rdatively smooth surface exhihits an exponential distribution with regard
to the detecting angle. A uefinite relation has hc..-:nfound between the average
inclination of roughne~s profile and the surface roughnes~, providing that a limited
range of the

finishing operalion

Radhakrishnan

1988].

Zhao

and

Webstcr [1989]

rcmains con~i~ten1. ISathyanarayanan

used a

contact type

inductance

sensor

and

to

develop a mughncss module to he used in me«.wring roug/mess in real limc
during tlllTlingoperation. Allhough inducl<lnce~ensors have been studied on a Illilehined
workpiece installed in a lathc, the measurements \vere nol performed during the
machining process because the envimnmenta! conditions in the machining centre creatc
errors In dircctly measuring surface ronghness_ Thus, inductance ~ensors have been
r"LJlldto be ineffective in situatioll5 with high cutting speeds and heavy cutting
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loads in conventional machining operations. Rather than uSing direct measurement.
several researchers have deriveJ

surface roughness indirectly

vibration

and

signals

between

tool

workpiece gencratcd

l1~ing the re1mive
during

thc

turning

process.

Mital et al. [19881 observed thaI The built-up edgc and tool ",car have been
found to affcet roughness, as would the type of tool used. These process factors
(including machine tool t1cxibility and workpiece properties) have been shown to
cause variations in culling forces. which eventually generate relative vibrations
between

the tool and the workpiece. [Stephenson ct al. 1994], In hard turning,

cutting rorees and heat generation arc higher in hard turning since culling spceds are
relatively low, a greater fraction or the heat generated dlInng chip formation will
be conducted into the part. Coolants are often not used in hard turning in order to
reduce cost~ and to prevent 1001 hreakage from thermal shock. Fini~hing eUlting
processes [Reach and Moisan, 20021, such a~ grinding or hard tuming, have a great
inillienee on the surface integrity, becau~e or the thermomechanical material removal
mechanisms. The hard tliming process is interesting with regard to il.>capacities to
produce a low surface roughness (Ra< 0.2 flm) during a long cutting time and also to
induce compressive residual stresses when machining at low feed rale and low culling
speed. feed rate is the major parameter that influences the surface roughness, whereas
cutting speed is the major parameter that inOuenees the residual stress level.

Field and Kahles, 11971J h<15been defined surface integrity as the relationship
between the physical properlics and the functional beha~iour of a surface. The surla~e
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integrity is built up by the geometrical values of !he surface such as surface roughness
(for example, Ra and Rt), and the physical properties such as residual stresses, hardness
and structure of the surface layers. Residual stress strongly affec1.s !he fatigue life of a
component. [Brinksmcier

et al. 1982] give a good overview of the subject of residual

stresses. In their article, a comprehensive description is given of different machining
operations and how they create different residual stress. The diJl"erence in stresses
created by diffcrent operations also affects the performance of a machined component.
l Mittal and Liu, 1998] present a more focused study on the drecL~ of hard turning on
residual stress. Their work is divided into two parts. In the first part, they show how
different machining parameters in hard turning ailect residual stress. In the second part,
they describe a method to achieve optimal pre-stress in a component to maximire
fatigue lilc in a rolling contact. Their work is groundbreaking

in the sense that it

suggests machining parameters should he optimised towards enhancing fatigue life of
the mllChined componenl.

[Matsumoto

et al. 1999], who conclude that hard turning

produces compressive residual stresses that contribute to a long fatigi.le life. They also
determine that edge geometry is the dominant factor deciding the residual stress proJile.
Similarly, [Abra "0 and Aspin wall, 1996J report that hard turned components improve
fatigue liI"e compared to ground components.

Furthermore

]Fujimoto

and Ohhata,

19921 reports fatigue life improvements of 3-7 times. A possibility to enhance product
life would add to the list or previously discussed advantages of har<.!tlIming. With the
infonnation

available concerning the surface integrity, there is indication that hard

turning of bainite steel is a possible process. An interesting next step would be to
perrorm a fatigue test with hard turned components.

[Mittal

and Lin, 1998] have

already shovm lhat an extremely good surface finish can be obtained with hard tuming.
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The robustness of the process also must be documented. Showed how the surface of a
52, 100 components at first is compressive, but soon turns to tensile when tool wear
appears.

I

In a study related to hard turning of bearing races, [Liu and Mittal, 2001 J found
that the integrity of the hard turned surface is better than that generated by abrasive
super finishing pwees~es. The microprofiJe of the turned surface has a lower root mean
square surface roughness for equivalent average surface roughness. The parameter Rq is
more sen~itive to peaks and valleys than Ra. However, Ra is seldom used,

lIS

it is

,
relevant when looking at a surfaec profile ~s a statistical function [Mummery,

1992].

The study does not mentioo the effect of tool wear on thc machined parls. Another
investig~tion completed by [Matsumoto

and Lin, 1984J adds to the findings that hard

hlTning has the cap~bility of producing surfaces mostly superior to, or at least as good
as, ground surf~ce~. Howevcr, other authors noted that while finish comparable

to

b'Tinding can oc' realized, it i, not always possible to obtain the high dcgree of geometric
accuracy required due to thcnnal effects and slifli,ess of the machine tool syslem.

Thiele and Melkote, [1999J publishcd the results of ~n investigation concerning
the effect of cutting edge geometry and workpiece hardness on surface generation in
finish hard turning. They fOlllld that increasing the edge honc radius tends to increase
the average surface roughness. They attributcd this to the increase in thc plowing
component compared to the shearing component of deformation. The etYect of cdge
hone on the ~urlaee roughness

decreased

with increase in workpiece

hardness.

However, Thiele and Melkotc did no refer to the effect oj" edge hone when tool wear
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starts to occur. [Kisllawy and Elbestawi,

1999J pl.lblished in 1999 their conclusions

regarding the etTecls of process parameters on material side flow during hard turnulg.
,
They noted that even a small feed should improve the surface finish, it could actually
lead to more material side flow on the machined surface and hence, to a deterioration of
the surface quality. In addition increasing the tool nose radius led to ploughing of a
larger part of the chip, hence, a severe material side flow exists on the machined surlaee.
Their experiments were carried out on bars of carbon nitride eas~ hardened steel AISI
4615 (60HRC) u~ing B7,N 8100 peBN cutting inserts.

Chen, [2000] observed that the cutting forces and surface finish when machining
medium hard steel (45-55HRC)

using eBN tools. Chen noted that a better roughness

can be aehie~ed increasing the cutting speed and using the tool at a certain degree of
wear while other authors consider that Ra is relalively insensitive to cutting velocity and
depth of cut. lChou and Song, 2001] studied the elTecls of tool nose mdius size on
surface finish, tool wear, cutting lorccs, and white layer depth, for ditTerent culling
eondition~. AISI 52100 steel at 61HRC was turned using ceramic tools (70% Al203 and
30% TiC). They came to the conclusion that large tool nose radii only give sl.lrface
finish. but offer no additional advantage, comparable tool wear, similar cutting forces
mid increased specific cutting energy.

Ko and Kim, [2001J instigated

the surface integrity and machinability

intermittent hard turning considering a ball bush made of AISl52100

in

as workpiece. Th~

conclusions were that the low cont~nt CBN tool is superior 10 a high content CBN

(001

in terms of tool Wear and surface integrity for intermitlent hard turning. However, they
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concentrated their attention on the so-called \\.hite layer and the characteristics of the
re~iduaJstresses. Not many authors ~peeiflcallyconcentrated their research on the effect
of tool wear to surface roughness evolution in hard turning. Their findings and area of
investigation are still reduced to a restricted number of machining conditions. fPenah'a
et al. 2002J approached such a subject striving to relate surface finish on culling edge
geometry that deteriorates with wlllir. In thcir study, they have shown that replication of
the tool tip profile on the machined surface is acceptable.

Turning of hardened steels has been an attractive alternative to costly, yet
environmentally hannful, grinding processes. Polential process benefits of hard turning
over grinding have been repOited including short cycle time, process flexibility, purt
longevity, and les~ environmental impact [Koning, 1993]. Scientific and engineering
issues of hard- turning, been frequently investigated, range from cutting mechanics
[Devics et al.1996j, tool wcar surface integrity, to part acenracy [Bougher et al.1998].
It has also been indkated that hard turning is sensitive to proce~s parameters, narrow
applicable machining parameters. Cutting tool geometry is one of critical process
parameters in hard turning, especially edge preparation (chamfer or hone) because of
low feed and light cut employed ill hard turning. It has been ~hOWllthat large hOlleradii
result in deeper subsurface structural changes due to high plowing forces [Thiele and
Melkole, 1999]. Surprisingly, tool nose radius, one of tool geometry parillIleleTh,has
not been systematically ime~tigated, probably due to its intuitive elfecb on part ~urfaec
finish.
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2.3

Summary of Literature Review
Several researchers describes the various characteristics in terms of component

of force, temperature, surface rouglmess, tool life, tool wear, and effects or individual
parameters on too! life, material removal and economics of operation. The temperalurc
as well as lorce and surface roughness is significantly reduced by administering coolant
under high pressures direetl} to the cutting interface. This could therefore, minimize
thermally relate-d wear mechanisms.

The ultimate aim of hard turning is to remOVe material from work piece in a
single cut rather than a lengthy grinding openltion in order to reduce processing time,
I
production cost, surface roughness, and setup time, and to remain competitive. In recent
yean;, interrupted hard turning, which is the process oftuming hardened parts 'with areas
of interrupted surfaces, has also been encouraged. The process of hard turning oDers
many potential benefits compared to the conventional grinding operation. Additionally,
reduced force, lemperature, tool wear, tool life. quality of surface turned, and amount of
material remov~d arc also predicted.
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Chapter-3
Objectives
High pressure jet assisted hard turning has been widely used, Ikcause of high
culling temperature generated during machining not only reduces tool life but also
impairs the prudllC! quality. The lemperature become~ more intensive wh~n culling
velocity aIld j"cd are increased for higher MRR amI the work material~ are relatively
difficult

to machine

for their high slr~ngth,

barlfcn ability

and Jesser thermal

conductivity. These materials cannot be cut effectively without cooling, even though
dry cutting is becoming incr~<lsingly widespread.
reduc~ the cutting tempenllllTe

Culling fluids are "'iidely used to

as \vell as reduce lorcc and surface integrity. In tliis

regard, it has already been ob8erved through previous research that proper applkalion of
HPC may play vilal role in providing nol only environment friendliness but also some
techno.economieal

benefits. The ohjectives oftllls project is to investigate the effects of

temper-dture, forces (main cutting force and feed force), and surface finish a~sisled hurd
turning of heat treakd hardened steel under dry and high pressure coolanl conditions,
and to sufficient reduction in temperature, forces and surface roughness in re~pect lo:

•

average chip-tool interface temperature

•

cutting forces

•

surface roughness

Chapter-4
Experimental Investigations
4.1

Introduction
Medium carbon steels was hC<ll lrealed to produce desired hardne~s as well as

great variety of microstructure~ and properties. The whole proce~s was done in an inert
environment by using continuous flow of argon ga,. Generally, heat treatment u~es
ph<lsc transformation during healing und cooling to change a mkroslructurc

in a solid

stale. In heal treatment of specimen, the processing was most often entirely thermal and
modifies

only structure. Thermo-mechanical

treatments,

which modify component

shape and structure, and thermo-chemical treatmenls which modify surface chemistry
und structure, are also important processing approaches which fall inlo the domain of
heat trealrnent.

4.2

Material Hardening
Material:

The material used in the project thesis was medium carbon steel with

approximately 0.39% carbon content. It was <l long hollow cylinder which had been
sliced in small pieces with the help of band saw to fit into the electric furnace. The
length of the pieces was 25.4 em with extefllill and internal diameters of 9.5 em and 6
em respectively. The weight of eaeh piece wWl(}ut spikes and hook was about twelve
kilograms.

Spl...,imen Preparation: To IIlllkeprovision for pulling the red hot metal pieces
from furnace, hook had to be facilitated. A 12 cm long solid shaft of medium carbon
steel with external diameter same as the internal diameter of hollow pieces had been
il15ertedinlo the hollow piece. The joint was secured by welding. Using drilling and
boring tools a through hole of diameter 2.54 em was made in the solid insert. This was
done so that hot water vapor can easily come oul when it would be quenched in brine.
Another through hole was neated in the solid shaft in radial direction. A trianb'lllarhook
of mild steel was attached to the work piece so that the work-piece can be pulled out
from the furnace with the help of a tong. A lest sample made from the same material
was also prepared. It was a rectangular block with dimension 25mmx15mmxlOlllill.
This was made for lhe hardness test.

Heating: Ekclrie furnace of high healing element

V'ii1S

used for heat treatment.

Before loading the work piece and the test sample, the furnace had to be made oxygen
free to avoid oxidation because a scale is lonned on the surface of the work materiul
during hardening. Due to seale forming, carbon quickly depositcd from the work piece.
In this circumstance, t"o ceramic pipes of internal diameters of 3 mm and 4.5 mm were
connected with the furnace inlet and outlet respectively. The other end of the ceramic
pipe with 3 mm internal dianleler was connected to an argon gas cylinder with the help
of a hose pipe. The door of the electric furnace was ~ealed and isolated ITom the
atmosphere hy an asbestos sheet. Argon gas was passed through lhe fl1l1lacechamber to
drive om air as well as oxygen. It was done by high flow rate of argon gas of about 7
lilers per minLlk at a pressure of 130 bars. Aner (wo minutes, the flow rate is slov.'Cd
down and held it at 5.5 liters per minute. At this point turn on the furnace with 5
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amperes current rating. It took three hours to raise the temperature to 900°C and held
the work TIl<lterial
at that temperature for one hour.

Qucnch tank: A quench tank having capacity 140 liters was set up un the floor
of heat treatment lab. 10 kilogram~ ij;c and 10 kilograms of ~odium chloride is mixed
with 120 liters of water to prepare a 10% brine solution. This mixture reduces the
absorption of atmospheric gases that, in tum reduces the amount of bubbles. As a re~ult,
brine wets the metal surfaee and cools it more rapidly than waler. In addition to rapid
and uniform cooling, the brine removes a large percentage of any scale that may be
present.

Quenching: The work piece was pulled quickly but carefully uut from the
furnace using a tong and ",as immersed it verticall~'into the brine solution. The solution
is stirred vigorously for about 10 mil1llles and was continued the quench until the
specimen is cool enough to handle using bare hands. Heat tnm~feris not so fast through
the steam layer. On the other hand the very act of transforming the water into steam
means the water has to take in enormous amol.tntsof energy to transform the water from
liquid state to gaseous state (steam). Moving the pan and re-cireulating the water aids in
getting the best quench. The test sample was also quenched in the same solution
tollowing same manner.

Tempering: Quenched carbon steels always required to temper because of
steels are often more harder than needed and too brittle for most pnletical use~. Also.
several internal stresses like residual stresses are set up during the rapid cooling hum
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the hardening temperaturc. As a result, to relieve the internal slre~ses and reduce
brittleness, tempered was done. The procedure uf. tempered by the te-heating of
specimen below its re-crystallization temperature (160°C). Holding the specimen at that
temperatme for a one hour then cooled it usually in still air. The resullant strength,
hardness, and ductility depend on the temperature to which the specimen is heated
during the tempering process. The pmpose of tempering was also to produce definite
physical properties within the specimen.

Results: The ~amplcwas cleaned and ground a flat surface ufO.015 inches deep

along the face of the sample. Hardness of the sample was measured on the C scale of
Rock-well hardness tester. The hardness of the sample hefore heat treatment,,~

90-1OS

HRB and after heat treatment it became arOlmd54-56 HRC.

4.3

Experimental Conditions
The experiment trials were carried out by turning a hardened steel of hollow

cylindrical shape in a powerful and rigid lathe 10 hp at difTerentcUlling velocities (Vc)
and feed rates (So) under dry and high pressure coolant condition. The high pressure
coolant was supplied at an a~erage flow rate of 6.0 liter! min and prcssure of 80 bars
and directed via a nozzle on the tool holder to the region where the chip hrcaks contact
with the tooL Uncoated carbide SNMG insert was used for the machining trials. Thc
following cutting conditions and environments were employed in this investigation:
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Table-l Experimental conditions
achine tool

; Lathe Maehine(China), 7.5 kW

llrk materials

; Hardened steel

Hardne8s (HRC)

; 56

Size

; External dia.=87, internal dia.=61 mm and length=230 mm

Cutting insert

; Carbide, SNMG 120408 (p30 grade ISO specification),
WIDIA

001

holder

orking tool geomelry

; PSBNR 2525 MI2 (ISO specification), WIDIA
; -6°,-6°,6°, 150,750,0.8 nun

recess parameters
Culting velocity, Vc

; 70, 100, 130, 156 m/min

Feed, So

; 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, 0.24 mm1rev

Depth of cut, t

; 1.5 nun

igh-prcs~urc Coolant

; Pressure: 80 bar, Coolant: 6 Umin through external nozzl
ha~ing 0.5 mm tip diameter.

nvironment

; Dry and High-pressure cOolant

TIle average chip-lool interface culling temperature was measured under dry and
high pre~sure conditions undertaken by simple but reliable tool-work thermocouple
technique with proper calibration. The average cutting forces was measured under dr}
and high pressure coolant conditions with the help of lathe tool, dynamometer charge
amplifier and complller. The roughness of the machined surf"ce after each cut was
measured by a Talysurf.
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4.4

Experimental Investigations

4.4.1 Tool-Work Thermocouple Calibration
For the improvement of cutting performance, the knowledge of temperature at
the chip-tool interface \vith good accuracy i~ essential. Seyeral experimental
anal}tieal

tc<:hniques have heen developed

for lhe measurement

and

of temperatul'::s

generated in cutting zone. Thermocouples have always become a popular tool to be used
in temperalure measurements

duting metal cutting. This method is very u~erul to

indicate the etli::cts of the cutting speed, feed rate and cutting parameters

on the

temperature. Thermocouples are conductive, mggcd and inexpen~ive and can operate
over a wide temperature range.

The ~e(-up was prepared to he mounted on a precession lathe. The tool holder
used was screw type where the ull-coated carbide SNMG inserts was mounted. The
workpiece was hardened steel. Tool and workpiece were insulated from the machine
tool. A muUi-meler was used to record em!' a~ milivolt. For thermocouple, one end of
multi-meter was connected to the workpiece and other end was 1001.During machining,
the emf as milivolt was recorded Ii-om multi-meter under dry and high pre.,,~ure coolant
conditions. So, to know the chip tool imerfaee temperature we need to calibrate the emf
with temperature.

For calibration,

tool-work

brazed

togelher

and the insulated

thermocouple was in,erled in sensitive hole in a graphite plate, A thermometer
multi-meier was placed in another

l\")

and

consecutive holes of graphite plate. Heating wa~

done by the mean'; oj"electric heater, Due to the heating, themlOelectrie emf is generated
between the tool and the workpiece. This emf wa~ recorded by multi-meter at the same
time temperJlure was record by the thermometer. Corresponding em!'-temperature was

2]

recorded in the interval of heat apply. The cl.llting zone forms the hot junction while a

..

~".

~--...,.

-.;._.

cold pJrl of the lool and the \\'orkpi~~e forms the coldjulldion.

This technique is easy 10.

apply but only measures th~ mean lempcrature over the entire contact area and high
local temp~ratl.lre~ which may occur tOl"a ~hort period of time cannot be observed. The
photographic
variation

view of calibration

or temperature

by tool-workpiece

thermocouple

technique

and

with ditTerenl emf (mY) ~as be~n ~hown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig.

4.2 respeclively.

Fig.4.1 Photographic view of calibration set-up by tool-work thermocouple technique.
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Fig. 4.2 Tcmperatur~ calibration curve for hardened steel and carbide.
,

4.4.2 Cuttin~Tcmperatu re
During metal cutting, the metal j~delormcd plastically in shear zone and is
removed from this region in the form of chips. The workpiece materia! ahead of the
colling edge is deformed plastically and removed in from the workpiece materials in the
fom} of chips. The energy required to deform the workpiece material and lhe chips is
mainly converted into heat. There are three mnes in which the heat is generated:

•

Primary deformation Lone, where plastic d"fonnalion lakes place.

•

Secondary deformation zone, where lhe deformation takes place in the tool-chip
inlerfacc and as the result of friction force.

•

Tertiary deformation zone, where the heat is generated due to lfiction between
tool clearance fuce und newly generated workpiece surface.
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All ~ueh heat sources produee maximum temperature al the chip-tool interface, whieh
substantially influence the chip formation mode, cutting forccs and tool life. Thereforc,
attempts are made to redllce this detrimental cutting temperature. Conventional cutting
fluid application may, to ~ome extent, cool the tool and the job in hulk but c~nnol cool and
lubricate expectedl)' efiectively at the ehip.tool interface where the temperature is high.
1his is mainly becau;,e the flowing chips make mainly plastic contact with the tool rake
~UTlaceand may be followed by elastic contact just before leaving the contact witb !he tool.
rlm;tie contact docs not allow the cutting fluid to penetrate in the interface. Elastic contact
allows slight penetration of the clilting fluid only over a small region by capillary action.
111e cutting fluid action becomes more and morc incffective at the interface with the
increase in V, when the chip-lool contact becomes almust lully p1a~tie.

In the present work, the avemge chip-tool interface temperature
effectively

mewsured under dry and high pressure coolant condition

could be

very reliably

throughout the experimental domain. However, the distribution of temperature within
the tool, work and chip cmmot be determined effectively using experimental techniques.
The evaluated role of HPC on average chip-tool interface temperature in turning the
hardened sted by the un-coated carbide SNMG insert at different Vc and So under dry
and HPC conditions has been ShO"Vllin Fig.4.3.
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4.4.3 Cutting Forces
Main cutting force, P L generated during the machining trials were recorded with
the aid of a dynamometer after each complete pass. The signals of the forces generated
during machining were fed into a charge amplifier cOllnected 10 a dynamometer. This
amplifier converts the ,maloguc signal to digital signal that can he read on a digital
oscilloscope.

Lower cutting forces were rccorded with incrcasing

coohml sLlpply

pressure when machining hardened steel with WI-coated carbide inserts SNMG. Higher
cutting forces wcre recorded in dry cutting wilh higher feed. This is because coolant
supply at high-pressure is able to access the clilling intcrface, enSliring cflcctive cooling,
lubrication and reducing the cutting interfacc lcmperature. Feed foree was obtained
from c"lcubting

each main culling force by the "pplying formula. Feed 1'0"""
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was

higher when machining undcr dry condition with higher feed ratcs.

The variation or

main culling force, P L feed force, Px with different cutting velocity, V, and feed rates,
So under dry and high-pressure coolant condition in turning hardened steel by uncoated
SNMG insert has been shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 respectively.
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4.4.4 Surface Roughness
Surfa<;e rouglmess values were recorded after each complete pass \vilh a portable
stylus type il15trument knO\~ll as Talysurf, Machining of hardened steel by the un-coated
carbide SNMG insert, at different V, and So combinations under dry and high pressure
coolant conditions. Surface roughness is un important index of machinability, which is
substantially influenced by the machining environment for given tool-work pair and
cutting velocity-feed combinations. Surface roughness has been measured alter a few
seconds in after each cut of the machined surface. The average reading repn:~en!s the
surface roughnes> value of the machined surface. Variation of surface rol1ghnes~ with
diJJerent cutting velocity, Vo and feed ra\e~, So under dry and HPe environment in
turning hardened steel by uncoated SNMG insert has been shown in Fig.4.6.
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Chapter-5
Results and Discussion
5. t

Cutting Temperature
During hard (llTning, the maximum heal generated at the chip-tool interface a~ a

result temperature of chip-tool interface increased quickly. This temperature ahnlptly
influences the cutting forces, surface finish and tool [ife. That is why; allempt~ we made
to reduce this ddrimental cutting temperature. In some cases dry' culting is preferable in
machine to hard materials at low speed. But in case of high speed machining cutting
fluid may apply. Conventional cutting fluid application may, to ~ome extent, cool the
tool and the workpiece in bulk but cannot cool and lubricate expected!y and cftcctivcly
at the chip-tool interface where the temperature is maximum. This is mainly because the
flowing chips make mainly bulk contact with the tool rake surface and may be rollowed
by elastic contact just before leaying the contact with the tool. Bulk contact docs not
allow thc cutting fluid to penetrate in the interface. Elastic contact allows slight
penetration or the culling t1uid only over a small region by capillary action. The cutting
fluid action becomes more and more ineffectivc at thc interface with the increase in V,
when thc chip-tool contact becomes ahnost fully plastic.

Therefore,

application of HPC at ~hip-tool interface is expected to improve

machinability characteristics

that play vital role on productivity. product quality and

overall economy in addition to environment-friendliness

in machining particularly when

the cutting temperature is very high. The average chip-tool interlace temperature has
been detemlined by using the tool work thermocouple tedmique and plotted against
different cutting velocity, Ye under dry and IIPC environment in turning hardened steel
by uncoated SNMG insert.

With the increase in Ye and S(" the average temperuture iner<:ased as usuul, even
under HPC condition, due to increase in energ}' input. H can dearly be observed Ii-om
FigA.3 that HPC is able to red lIce average cutting temperature up to 11% compared to
dry machining. At V" :;;100 m!min and all leed range, rcduction in cutting temperatme
varies within 6-11 %. Again, at Yc > I00 m!min and all feed range reduction in average
temperaluTC varics within 3-6%. It is evidenl Irom FigA.4 that as thc cutting velocity
and feed rate increases,

the percentage' reduction

in average culling temperature

decreases. It may be for the reason thai, the hulk contact ofthe chips v"itll the tool with
the increase in Ye and So did not allow significant cntry of high-pressure coolant jet.
Only possible reduction in the chip-tool contact Ienbrth by the high-pressl.lre coolant jct
particularly

Umt which comes alollg the auxiliary

culling edge could reduce the

temperature to somc extent particularly whell the chip vdocity was high due to higher
Ye. So, at industrial speed-feed conditions, this amounl Olreduelion in average cutting
temperature is quite significant in perl.aining tool Iife and surface finish.

5.2

CuttingForces
The measurement of eutling force components is highly es~enlial 10 evaluate the

machinability characteristics of machine to hardened steel of hardness 52 HRC. During
hard turning, the main cutting force, P, acts in the direelion of cutting velocity vector
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and the feed force, P, in the direction of the tool tHlve!.The main cutting forces, P, were
recorded by lathe tool Jynamometer in both dry and HPC conditions \vhere as feed
force was recorded corresponded each P,. From the fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 shows that in
HPC machining. both the main cutting force and the feed force in IIPC machining were
decrease as compared to dry machining in corresponding cutting velocity and feed rates
with depth of cut 1.5 mm in turning hardened steel by uncoated SNMG insert. Therefore
the cutting forces in dry condition were more than that of HPC condition. Because of
the coolant supply at high"pressure was able to access the clilling interface, ensuring
effective cooling, lubrication and reducing the ell1tinginterface temperature as well as
cutting force. The reduction in cutting forces obscrvcd is also partly due lo the chip
~egmentalion.

Fig.4.4 is clearly showing that P, has lUlitormly decreased with the increase in
Vo more or less under all thc feeds. for both the tool and environments undertaken as
usual due lo favourable change ill the chip-tOlll interadion resulting in lesser friction
and intensity or chances of built-up edge formation at the chip-tool interface. It is
evident from fig.4.4 that Pz decreased ~ignifieantlydue to high-pressure cllolant jet more
or less at all the Yo-Socombinations. From Fig. 4.4 and fig. 4.5, it was llbserved that at
high feed rates main cutting force and feed force increases but when Vc increase
~ignifieantlyboth the cutting forces decrease. Feed force, P~ increases more than that of
main culling force, P, with high feed machining. It was al~o dewly been observed that
under all feed rates and cutting velocily , HPC machining reduced 15-20% forces than dry
machining. This improvement can be reasonably attributed to reduction in the cutting
temperature particularly near the main culting edge where seizure of chips and formation
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or tendency of formation of built-up edge is mure predominant. In dus respec!., !he highpressur", coolant jet imping",d along lhe auxiliary eurting edge seems to be more enieet;ve
in cooling the neighbourhood of the auxiliary cutting edge.

5.3

SurfaceRoughness
The qlmlity of any machined product of given material is generally assessed by

dimensional accuracy and surf\!ce integrity, which govern the performance and service
IiI" of that product. For tbe present study, only surface Jinish has been considered for
assessment of quality of product under dry and HPC machining. Surface roughness is an
important measuring criterion of machinability because performance and service life of
the machined component are often aITected by its surface lilush, nature and extent of
residual stresses and presence of surface or suhsurface micro-cracks, if any, particularly
when that component is to he lJSeJ under dynamic loading or in conjugation with some
other mating part. Howeve]', it is evident that HPC improves sulface finish depending
upon the work-laol materials and mainly thn>ugh controlling the dcterioration of the
auxiliary cutting edge by abrasion, chipping and built-up edge formation,

From the Fig. 4.6 shows that the variations in surface roughness of machining of
hardened steel at a particular set of cutting velocity, Y, feed rate, So under dry and HPC
conditions by S:tx'"MGi~sert, Cutting velocity, Y, inJluence on surface roughness under
dry and HPC machining. Jt was clear that the surtaee roughness quite decrease with
increasing cutting velocity under dry machining. In C<lseof HPC machining, surface
roughness faster decrease with increases cutting velocity. This is mainly because of
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formation of buill-up edge frequently and behaviour or materials to be machined in dry
machining compare<l that ofHPe.

It appears from FigA.6 that surface roughness grows quite fast under dry
machining

due to more intensive temperature

and stresses at the tool-lips_ HPC

appeared to be effective in reducing surface rollghness. However, it is evident that HPC
improves surface tinish depending upon the work-tool materials and mainly thnlllgh
controlling the detcrioration of the allxiliary cutting edge by abr,Lsion, chipping and
built-up edge formation.It

was also ob,ened

that the roughness of the machined

surfaces were high at high feed rates and vice versa, llnder dry and HPC conditions. The
factors influence in that phenomcnon was the irreglilar deformation of the allxiliw-y
cutting edge at the tool"tip due chipping, fracturing and wear.
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Chapter-6
Conclusion
The overall finding~ from this investigation influenced the role of culling
temperature, cutting forces and surface roughness under dry and HPC environment in
runing hardened steel by uncoated SNMG insert. The results obtained

from this

investigation show the present HPC is able to reduce average cutting temperature up to
11% compared to dry machining. At V, :'01DOm/min and all feed range, reduction in
cutting tempe,<ltuTl' varies within 6-11%. Again, at Vc > 100 m1min and all feed range
reduction in average temperature varies within 3-6% and even sLlch apparently small
redllction,

Imlike common

belief. enabled

significant

improvement

in the major

machinability indices.

The application of high pressure coolant jet, the culling forces reduced up 10 1520% compared to dry machining. Feed force, Px decreascd more prcdominantly than
main cutting forcc, Pz. Favorable change in the chip. tool interaction and retention of
culling edge sharpness due to reduction of culling zone temperature seemed to be the
main re<l.wnbehind rcdllction of cutting forces by high pressure coolant jet.

Surface lini~h also substantially improvcd mainly due to significant reduction of
".ear and damage at the 1001tip by the application of high presslire coolant jet.

Finally, the
, results achieved by this investigation were very encouraging. By the
application of high-pressure coolant jet, cutting temperature and cutting forces were
reduced, surface quality and tool life improved, thereby increasing the metal removal
rate, and improving the overall peJfonnance of the machining.
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